[Function of different medullary neurons in respiration].
1. We have studied the activity of 162 medullary respiratory neurones in the "encephale isole bas" cat. These neurones were classed into three groups : bulbospinal inspiratory (NBSI : 39) or expiratory (NBSE : 15) neurones whose axons enter the spinal cord ; inspiratory or expiratory laryngeal motoneurones (MLI : 17; MLE : 10) antidromically activated by vagus nerve stimulation ; propriobulbar inspiratory (NPBI : 59) or expiratory (NPBE : 22) neurones whose axons lie perhaps entirely within the medulla. 2. Correlation coefficients between number of spikes delivered in each burst and the duration of the corresponding respiratory phase (inspiration for NBSI, MLI, NPBI ; expiration for NBSE, MLE, NPBE) have been calculated for each neurone. 3. The activity of most of the NBSI and MLI is significantly correlated with the duration of the inspiration. These two groups of neurones are probably homogenous. 4. On the basis of this correlation test, NPBI do not constitute an homogeneous population ; 50% of NPBI are not significantly correlated. The same results are obtained if correlations are calculated between the number of spikes delivered and the amplitude of integrated phrenic nerve acitivty. According to the discharge pattern and correlation test, we can consider three groups of NPBI : early recruited neurones with decreasing frequency and non significantly correlated activity (23,7%); early and late neurones with increasing frequency and significantly correlated activity (32,2%); early and late neurones with increasing frequency and non significantly correlated acitivty (44,1%). 5. The activity of most of the NBSE and NPBE with increasing frequency is significantly correlated with the duration of the expiration. Among the MLE and NPBE with a decreasing frequency, a great number of neurones are not significantly correlated. 6. The functional significantion of the different neuronal types is discussed from these correlation tests and from the pattern of activity and axonal pathways.